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Introduction
Who says you have to be single to have fun? Your wife may call it infidelity, but Kelly Madison
believes in pornfidelity. Watch as this lovely bride puts her unbridled sexual appetite on display for the
world to see!

Adult Review
This is the second site from the naughty mind of Kelly Madison. Kelly has the most perfect all natural breats your eyes have
ever seen. They are downright mouthwatering and at 34FF you'd need quite a mouth to handle them.
  
  This site differs from KellyMadison.com in that it features a lot more content from her friends in the industry. It focuses on
the lifestyle of the talented girls in the industry and the simple fact that marriage to them may not be what it is in the mind of
your local church pastor or justice of the peace.
  
  For these fine ladies marriage means "You are the one I'll come home to" (even if that happens after hours and hours of
getting drilled by every half-way hard cock in a fifteen mile radius of our home). Without a doubt the beneficiary of their
open mindedness is you!
  
  If you want a great behind the scenes look at what goes on when a pretty young girl next door throws herself face first into
the lap of a smut career and brings her marriage into it with her... then Pornfidelity is well worth checking out.

Porn Summary
Lots of original content with an amature feel and a professional flare. Kelly Madison has done it again, proving once and for
all she is more than an all natural 34FF rack... she is a 34FF rack with a mind to match!

Review Rating
The Tongue says 'When these ladies said "I do" they meant everyone!'
Quality: 81  Updates: 82 Exclusive: 86 Interface: 79
Support: 75 Unique: 66    Taste: 68        Final: 76

Porn Sites Included
This is a solo site and is not part of any membership group.

Porn Niches
Amateur, Blondes, Exclusive, Hardcore, Lesbian

Porn Site Review
Subscription: $29.95 Preview: VoD Billing Options: Credit Card
Video & Picture: Weekly Download: Unlimited DRM: Not Used
Dial-Up: Optimized Pictures: Up To 1000 Videos: -1
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